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Summary 
 

An archaeology and cultural heritage assessment of a proposed commercial development at 
Hayle Rugby Club site, Hayle, Cornwall (NGR SW5761238152), has been prepared by AC 
archaeology during August 2009. The site covers an area of approximately 3.9 hectares and 
comprises a rugby pitch, training pitches and clubhouse/car park situated on ground which 
slopes gently down to the north. 
 
There is no evidence for previously-recorded prehistoric to medieval occupation either on the 
site or in close proximity. During the middle of the 19th century documentary evidence 
indicates that it was agricultural land, divided into a number of smaller fields. A shaft of the 
North Wheal Alfred Mine is shown within the site and alongside the northern boundary at this 
time, but it is thought that this may have been a trial, as no associated workings are 
recorded. Two of the fields shown on the parish tithe map of 1842 are called ‘ Higher Brick 
Field’ and ‘Lower Brick Field’, indicating that there might be buried evidence for post-
medieval brick manufacture on the site. 
 
There are no statutory or non-statutory heritage constraints to the development of the site, 
but the impact on the setting of the Port of Hayle World Heritage Site, located c. 200m to the 
west, should be considered as part of the development process. However, there are existing 
modern retail and industrial parks immediately adjacent to the site and therefore there is 
likely to be only a very slight incremental increase in the visual impact on the setting of the 
World Heritage Site. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1  This archaeology and cultural heritage assessment for a proposed development of land at 

Hayle Rugby Club, Hayle, Cornwall, has been prepared by AC archaeology during August 
2009. The location of the site is shown on Fig. 1. 

 
1.2  The study has been prepared on behalf of Jubb Consulting Engineers Ltd in order to 

establish the cultural heritage and archaeological implications of the development  proposal. 
It has been requested by Cornwall County Council in support of a future planning application 
for the construction of a new supermarket, as advised by their Historic Environment Planning 
Advice Officer (hereafter HEPAO). The site is located in what is currently a rugby ground on 
the east side of the town and adjacent to the A30 Trunk Road. It covers an area of 
approximately 3.9 hectares and lies on ground sloping gently down to the north, between c. 
10m to 19m OD. The underlying geology for the site comprises Marine and Estuarine 
Alluvium over the Mylor Slate formation (British Geological Survey 1986). 

 
2. AIMS 
 
2.1 The principal aim of this assessment is to identify, and assess the importance of, the baseline 

archaeological and cultural heritage resources on, and adjacent to, the proposed 
development site. The results may be used to inform decisions regarding further site surveys 
or subsequent mitigation which may  be required prior to the submission, or following 
determination, of a planning application.  

 
2.2 The site specific aims are to: 
 

• Draw together the historical and archaeological information about the site. 
• Inform whether archaeological recording of any extant remains is required. 
• Inform whether any features are sufficiently important to be retained within the proposed 

development. 
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• Inform whether an archaeological evaluation or further archaeological recording of any 
potential buried remains is required. 

• Inform whether palaeo-environmental sampling would be required. 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1  The study has comprised a desk-based assessment, as defined by the Institute for 

Archaeologists Standards and Guidance for desk-based assessment (published 1994, 
revised 2001), of the archaeological and cultural heritage resource of the site. In addition, 
relevant other recorded information close by (up to c. 1km) is included in order to provide 
setting/context.  

 
3.2  The scope of the study has included archaeological sites and finds (including Scheduled 

Monuments), historic buildings (including Listed Buildings), historic landscape features 
(including Registered Parks and Gardens, World Heritage Sites, Battlefields etc.), or other 
locally-designated features, or areas, of cultural heritage importance.  

 
3.3 The following sources have been examined: 
 

• Archaeological data, historic building information and aerial photographs held by Cornwall 
County Council’s Historic Environment Record (CCHER); 

• Cornwall County Council Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) map; 
• Historical cartographic and documentary information held by Cornwall Record Office 

(CRO), in Truro and Cornish Studies Library (CSL) in Redruth; 
• English Heritage website Listed Buildings online, and; 
• Other published or unpublished information. 

 
3.4  A walkover survey of the site has also been undertaken in order to assess the condition of 

known sites within the application area, to identify any new sites and to determine how the 
land-use might have affected the survival of any hitherto unrecorded sites. 

 
4. LEGISLATION AND GUIDANCE  
 

Relevant protection, guidance and policies relating to the protection, maintenance and 
enhancement of archaeological sites and other aspects of cultural heritage may be 
summarised as follows: 
 

4.1 Planning guidance for archaeology 
General policy and advice for best practice in the management of archaeological remains 
under development plan and control systems has been set out in the Department of the 
Environment Planning Policy Guidance note 16 (PPG 16, November 1990), relevant extracts 
of which follow: 

 
A6: Archaeological remains should be seen as a finite, and non-renewable resource, in many 
cases highly fragile and vulnerable to damage and destruction. Appropriate management is 
therefore essential to ensure that they survive in good condition. In particular, care must be 
taken to ensure that archaeological remains are not needlessly or thoughtlessly destroyed. 
They can contain irreplaceable information about our past and potential for an increase in 
future knowledge. They are part of our national identity and valuable both for their own sake 
and for their role in education, leisure, and tourism. 
 
A13: If physical preservation in situ is not feasible, an archaeological excavation for the 
purposes of ‘preservation by record’ may be an acceptable alternative. From the 
archaeological point of view this should be regarded as a second best option. 
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4.2  Listed buildings/structures 
Buildings of national, regional, or local historical and architectural importance are protected 
by the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act, 1990. Buildings designated 
as ‘Listed’ are afforded protection from physical alteration or effects on their historical setting. 

 
4.3  Planning guidance for the historic environment 

Department of the Environment Planning Policy Guidance Note 15 (1994) provides general 
policy and advice for the best practice in the management of Listed Buildings, Conservation 
Areas, Wolrl Heritage Sites and Historic Parks and Gardens under development plan and 
control systems. This Guidance Note is intended to encompass all previous legislation 
concerning Listed Buildings, Conservation Areas, World Heritage Sites, Historic Parks and 
Gardens and Historic Battlefields. 

 
4.4 Historically important hedgerows 

The Hedgerow Regulations 1997, section 97 of the Environment Act 1995 state that any 
hedgerow which is defined, at that date, as being of historical or ecological importance 
requires grant of consent by the local planning authority prior to removal. 

 
4.5 Regional Spatial Strategy 

Relevant policies from the Draft RSS for the South West 2006 – 2016 are as follows: 
 

ENV1 Protecting and Enhancing the Region’s Natural and Historic Environment 
The quality, character, diversity and local distinctiveness of the natural and historic 
environment in the South West will be protected and enhanced, and developments which 
support their positive management will be encouraged. Where development and changes in 
land use are planned which would affect these assets, local authorities will first seek to avoid 
loss of or damage to the assets, then mitigate any unavoidable damage, and compensate for 
loss or damage through offsetting actions. Priority will be given to preserving and enhancing 
sites of international or national landscape, nature conservation, geological, archaeological or 
historic importance. Tools such as characterisation and surveys will be used to enhance local 
sites, features and distinctiveness through development, including the setting of settlements 
and buildings within the landscape and contributing to the regeneration and restoration of the 
area. 

 
ENV5 Historic Environment 
The historic environment of the South West will be preserved and enhanced. Local 
authorities and other partners will identify and assess the significance of the historic 
environment and its vulnerability to change, using characterisation to understand its 
contribution to the regional and local environment and to identify options for its sensitive 
management. 

 
4.6 Cornwall County Council Structure Plan 

Policies from the Cornwall County Structure Plan which are relevant to archaeology and 
cultural heritage are as follows: 

 
Policy 2 Character Areas, Design and Environmental Protection 
The quality, character, diversity and local distinctiveness of the natural and built environment 
of Cornwall will be protected and enhanced. Throughout Cornwall, development must respect 
local character and: retain important elements of the local landscape, including natural and 
semi-natural habitats, hedges, trees, and other natural and historic features that add to its 
distinctiveness; contribute to the regeneration, restoration, enhancement or conservation of 
the area; positively relate to townscape and landscape character through siting, design, use 
of local materials and landscaping; create safe, aesthetically pleasing and understandable 
places; consider, where appropriate, a mix of uses that create vibrant and active places, 
including tenure, size and densities. 
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5. ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 
5.1  Previously recorded archaeological sites within 1km of the proposed development area are 

described in Appendix 1, Table 1 and shown on Fig. 2. A detailed report on the archaeology 
and history of Hayle has been previously prepared as part of the Cornwall and Scilly Urban 
Survey Project (Gillard and Newell 2005), although the present site is on the very eastern 
edge of the area covered within this report.  

 
5.2 There is evidence for archaeological activity in the vicinity of Hayle from the prehistoric period 

onwards, probably as a result of its position on a sheltered estuary acting as a focus for trade 
and settlement. A flint blade of possibly Mesolithic or early Neolithic date has been found at 
Phillack (Site A10) and worked flint of probably later prehistoric date is also recorded in that 
area (A8). Fieldname and documentary evidence suggests the presence of Bronze Age 
barrows nearby (A2, A6 and A73). 

 
5.3 Burials of possibly Iron Age date have been found in cists close to Phillack churchyard (A7). 

On the western edge of the historic settlement of Hayle in Carnsaw is an Iron Age hillfort and 
further inland there are a number of Iron Age rounds. Possible round sites within the 1km 
study area are located at Phillack (A11) and close to Carwin Farm (A89), to the northeast of 
the rugby club site. 

 
5.4 A hoard of 27 Roman coins was recovered from the River Hayle when a causeway was 

constructed between Uny Lelant and Carnsaw Quay in the early 19th century (Pascoe 1981, 
94) and the ‘playing card’ shape of the churchyard of St Uny at Lelant (on the west side of the 
estuary, could indicate that it may be positioned on the site of a Roman military fort. During 
the AD 5th to 7th centuries it is likely that the area had strong trading links with the continent, 
with imported pottery found at Hayle indicating that goods such as wine and oil were being 
imported into the area.  

 
5.5 The site is situated on the eastern edge of the Ventonleague area, with a settlement recorded 

here as early as 1286, when it was known as ‘Funtayn Lac’ (A17). Many of the other historic 
settlements in and around Hayle are recorded in the medieval period, such as Guildford, 
Phillack, Trevassack and Angarrack, and at this time the area is likely to have been 
characterised by dispersed villages and hamlets, with the estuary acting as a focal point. It is 
not until the early 18th century that the settlement at Hayle expanded, mainly as a result of 
deep tin and copper mining becoming more established in the area and the use of the 
estuary as a harbour to bring in supplies for the mining industry, such as machinery and coal. 

 
5.6 By the end of the 18th century local mining expanded and in the 1790s the Wheal Alfred 

mine was opened. By 1814 this was described as the third largest copper mine in Cornwall 
(Gillard and Newell 2005, 19). Other local mines included several on the same lodes and in 
the same area as Wheal Alfred. Copper mining in the area declined after about 1800, but 
there was a short revival between 1846 and 1862.  

 
5.7 As well as mining itself becoming more large-scale at this time, Hayle was also becoming a 

centre for related industries. The first copper smelter was established in Hayle in 1710, but 
this enterprise was short-lived and eventually closed in 1735 (Pascoe 1981, 25). In 1759 the 
Cornish Copper Company (CCCo), had a total of 11 furnaces and two refiners at their two 
sites (ibid., 26) and by 1781 had erected a rolling mill, operated a rope works and built ships. 
Competition for the CCCo was established in 1779, when John Harvey opened a foundry and 
engineering works at Hayle to supply the local mining industry. Throughout most of the 19th 
century both companies expanded on the basis of seaborne trade in coal, timber and building 
materials from South Wales and Bristol to supply the Cornish mining industry. By the middle 
of the 19th century Hayle had two of the three largest foundries in Cornwall, producing 
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engines for local mines, as well as steam pumping engines for buildings further afield, such 
as the Kew pumping house in London (Passmore 2007, 4). 

 
5.8 By the beginning of the 20th century large-scale heavy engineering and shipbuilding in Hayle 

had virtually ceased, with only the metalworking business of J & F Pool of Copperhouse 
continuing. The town was then reliant on the harbour for the import/export of general cargo, 
including coal, timber and grain.  

 
6. HISTORIC BUILDING RECORDS 
 
6.1  Historic buildings and structures close to the site are described in Appendix 1, Table 2 and 

shown on Fig. 3. There are 19 listed historic structures within the study area and these are all 
Grade II, with the nearest being the (originally) 17th century Loggan’s Mill (B25), located c. 
250m to the northwest of the site. There are no Grade I or Grade II* buildings present within 
the 1km study area.  

 
6.2 Many of the historic buildings within the study area are houses and structures relating to the 

late 18th century to early 19th-century industries within Hayle. There is also a number of 
religious buildings, including Wesleyan and Methodist chapels. The nearest non-listed 
historic buildings to the site are mainly 19th century workers cottages to the east and 
southeast. 

 
7. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE SITE 
 
7.1 The site lies in the ancient Cornish parish of St Phillack. The earliest map consulted that 

shows the site in any detail is the 1842 parish tithe map (Fig. 4). This depicts the site as 
divided into five separate plots of land (boundaries are designated A94-A989 in Table 1, 
Appendix 1), with the two larger fields named on the accompanying apportionment as Higher 
Brick Field’ (733) and ‘Lower Brick Field’ (734). These fieldnames have also been identified 
by CCHER (site A16 in Table 1, Appendix 1) and could indicate earlier post-medieval brick 
manufacture on the site. Both fields at this time were used for arable crops and were owned 
by Mrs Mary Hartley and occupied by Christopher Ellis (733) and William Hosken (734).  The 
three plots in the southern part of the site are just called ‘Field’ and were also used for arable 
purposes.  These were also owned by Mrs Mary Hartley, but occupied by Samuel Pick. All 
the fields occupying the site were in Guilford Tenement. 

 
7.2 A plan of the Wheal Alfred Mining District dating to 1853 (Fig. 5) shows the location of a shaft 

alongside the northern boundary to the site (this is probably also present in 1842). The shaft 
was within the lease boundary of North Wheal Alfred copper mine, which was at its peak in 
the  first part of the 19th century but was inactive by 1862.  

 
7.3 By 1877 the first edition Ordnance Survey 25-inch map (Fig. 6) shows that the site lay within 

two larger fields, with the southern four plots combined into one large field and all the internal 
boundaries removed. This is still the case in 1906 (Fig. 7) and 1933 (Fig. 8). By 1979 the site 
is partly occupied by a football ground and clubhouse, then in 1989 the rugby club and 
playing fields are present (maps not reproduced). 

 
7.4 The Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) mapping provided by Cornwall Historic 

Environment Service shows the site as 20th-century settlement, which is also the case 
immediately to the west. To the east and south remnants of post-medieval farmland survive, 
while to the north a natural ‘water’ landscape is recorded for the low-lying Luggans Moor.  
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8.  AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE 
 
8.1  Three aerial photographs providing vertical coverage dating to 1946, 1988 and 1996 were 

consulted for this assessment. These were provided by Cornwall County Council. These 
show that in 1946 the site was within open farmland, then by 1988 the rugby pitch, clubhouse 
and playing fields are present. This is still the case in 1996. No additional areas of 
archaeological interest were identified. 

 
9. SITE INSPECTION 
 
9.1 Introduction (Plate 1) 

The site was examined on 29 July 2009 in order to establish the presence of unrecorded 
archaeological features, to review the locations of previously known features that may be 
affected by construction and to consider the general archaeological potential of the area.  

 
The site is divided into three plots, comprising the clubhouse and car park (Plot 1), the rugby 
pitch (Plot 2) and the training pitch area (Plot 3). The site slopes gradually down to the north 
from approximately 19m to 10m OD. 

 
9.2 Boundaries 

The perimeter of the site comprises tall evergreen trees along the north and west boundary, 
an established mixed vegetation hedgebank along the east boundary and a high stanchion 
and wire fence along the south boundary. The area to the south of the development 
comprises the West Cornwall Retail Park, opened in 2007. 

 
9.3 Plot 1: The clubhouse and car park (Plate 2 and 3) 

This plot is located in the northeast corner of the site and is situated on level ground covered 
with weathered tarmac and stone hardcore. The clubhouse is a concrete block structure, with 
a steel-panelled roof supported by vertical steel girders set in concrete box foundations. A 
corrugated iron nissen hut style outbuilding is located adjacent to the south side of the 
clubhouse. The fomer mine shaft (site A100) is located underneath the car park. 

 
9.4 Plot 2: The rugby pitch (Plates 3 and 4) 

The grass covered rugby pitch is located on the north side of the site. The pitch is terraced 
approximately 1m into the gently sloping ground. A concrete and steel bar barrier surrounds 
the perimeter of the pitch area. 

 
9.5 Plot 3: The training ground (Plates 5 and 6) 

This grass covered plot is at the southern end of the site and is largely occupied by two 
training rugby pitches. The area is separated from the rugby pitch plot by a stone hard-core 
track that extends from the clubhouse car park and returns along the west boundary. The 
ground slopes consistently to the north and appears undisturbed. In the far southwest corner 
and abutting the west boundary is a small earth mound (Site A101). This measures 
approximately 5m across and 1m high and at the time of the visit was overgrown with weeds 
and vegetation. It is almost certainly of recent origin. 

 
10. COMMENTS 

 
10.1  There are no Scheduled Monuments or Listed Buildings directly impacted upon by the 

proposed scheme. The nearest scheduled monument is located some 850m to the west of 
the site and comprises the railway bridge over Copperhouse Creek in Hayle (Site B12; SM 
no. 0987) and there are no Grade I or Grade II* listed buildings within 1km, with the closest 
Grade II* structure being the originally 12th century Church of St Phillack (St Felicitas), 
located  c. 1.1km to the west (NMR ref. 70219).  
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10.2 The site does not lie within an Area of Great Historic Value, but it is located only 200m to the 
east of the Port of Hayle Mining World Heritage Site. The presence of the existing retail and 
industrial parks immediately adjacent to the site, means that the construction of a new 
supermarket in this location could result in only a slight incremental effect on the setting of 
the World Heritage Site. 

 
10.3 The boundaries on the north, south and west sides are modern additions/replacements, 

whereas the mature hedgebank on the east site is shown on the parish tithe map of 1842. 
This boundary would be considered an important hedgerow under criterion 5a of Schedule 1, 
Part II of the Hedgerow Regulations of 1997, as it is recorded in a document held at the 
relevant date at a Record Office as an integral part of a field system pre-dating the Inclosure 
Act. The retention of the boundary, at least in part, is desirable.  

 
10.4 There is limited evidence recorded for prehistoric and Roman activity in the wider vicinity of 

Hayle, although no sites of this date have been identified either within or in close proximity to 
the present site. While there is potential for remains of these periods be present, it is 
uncertain whether they will survive, as construction of the rugby ground is likely to have 
involved both cut and fill works. The presence of estuarine alluvial layers underlying the site 
means that there is the possibility that preserved organic material might also survive, which 
could provide information on the environment and land-use during these and later periods.  

 
10.5 Several features within the grounds of the rugby club have been assigned site numbers (Fig. 

9). These comprise the former internal field boundaries, as shown on the tithe map of 1842, 
which have now been removed (sites (A95-A99) and are of local interest. Site A16 (Fig. 2), 
comprises the fieldnames ‘Higher Brick Field’ and ‘Lower Brick Field’ as described on the 
tithe apportionment of 1842. The site was described as arable land at this time, so the names 
may relate to ceramic brick/tile production earlier on in the post-medieval period.  

 
10.6 A probable mine shaft is depicted alongside the northern boundary to the site during the 

middle of the 19th century(A100). This is likely to belong to the North Wheal Alfred mine, the 
main workings for which are located c. 1km to the southwest. As there are no known mine 
workings associated with this shaft, it is considered that it may be a shallow trial and any 
tunnels associated with it were not extensive (Cornwall Consultants Ltd 2009).There was no 
evidence for a shaft during the site visit in July 2009, as it is likely to lie beneath the car park 
surface. The shallow mound identified during the site visit in the southwest corner of the site 
(A101) is likely to be of modern date. 

 
11. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
11.1 While there is some evidence for archaeological remains on the site, most of these, for 

example the former field boundaries, the now infilled mine shaft and the probably modern 
mound, would be considered of only local or negligible importance. The possibility of an 
hitherto unrecorded post medieval brickworks being on the site is of more interest, as would 
be the discovery of any prehistoric to medieval settlement remains. If present, these sites 
would be considered of at least county importance. Based on the probability that construction 
of the rugby pitches will have involved at least some level of disturbance to any below-ground 
remains, it is unlikely that any such sites will be well preserved and thus act as an overriding 
constraint to development. 

 
11.2 The construction of a new supermarket on the site will involve extensive groundworks for the 

new store, warehousing, car parking and access etc and therefore any archaeological 
remains that might be present are likely to be damaged or destroyed by development. 
Because of the  possibility of extensive cut and fill and drainage works associated with the 
construction of the rugby ground, it is considered unlikely that geophysical survey would be 
an effective technique to further define the archaeological resource on the site. To gain more 
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certainty, an evaluation of the site by trial trenching would establish the presence or absence 
of archaeological remains, as well as identifying those areas where previous landscaping has 
destroyed or protected any former land surfaces. 
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Fig. 5:  Extract from R. Symons’ Plan of Wheal Alfred Mining District, 1853



Fig. 6:  Extract from Ordnance Survey first edition 25-inch map, 1877



Fig. 7:  Extract from the Ordnance Survey second edition 25-inch map, 1906



Fig. 8:  Extract from Ordnance Survey 25-inch map, 1933
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Plate 1: General view of site, looking to northeast Plate 2:  Plot 1, car park and clubhouse, looking to north

Plate 3:  Rugby pitch (Plot 2) and clubhouse, looking to northeast Plate 4: Plot 2, rugby pitch showing terracing, looking to southwest



Plate 5:  Plot 3, training pitch area, looking to southwest

Plate 6:  Site A101, earth mound in southwest corner of site,
looking to southwest
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Appendix 1: Catalogue of previously recorded and additional archaeological sites and historic buildings/structures 
 

Table 1: Summary of archaeological site data 

Site 
No 

NMR ref HER ref Easting Northing Form/Type Description Period Status 

A1 33496 166338-
MCO42407 

156600 38879 Site of Rifle Butts.  WW2 outdoor rifle range built to replace one at 
Godrevy.  Now demolished 

Modern - 

A2 23448 31936-
MCO3316 

156700 38950 Documentary Barrow?  Somerscales wrote ‘about halfway along the line 
from Phillack Church there is a level stretch of ground with 
mounds forming a complete ring’.  Remains could refer to a 
barrow or a settlement. 

Prehistoric - 

A3 3267 40367-
MCO12891 

156800 38700 Documentary Mine.  Wheal cupola was a trial for lead on Phillack Towans Post-medieval - 

A4 17903 31954-
MCO27884 

157000 38999 Documentary ?Boundary stone.  Possible C17 stone recorded at this 
location.   

Post-medieval - 

A5 46830 31819-
MCO5666 

156600 38400 Documentary Cross.  Recorded in Phillack rectory garden.  Described as 
a fragment of small circular cross head in a most 
dilapidated condition. 

Medieval - 

A6 23437 31857-
MCO3315 

156630 38380 Documentary Barrow?  The tithe award for Phillack records the field 
name Creggan Greggan.  Suggests a barrow but no 
remains are known 

Prehistoric - 

A7 24226 31823-
MCO27826 

156720 38500 Documentary Burials in cists have been found around Phillack 
churchyard.  It is possible they were all part of one large 
graveyard.  The descriptions are ambiguous and could 
imply Iron Age and/or Christian. 

?Prehistoric 
?Medieval 

- 

A8 46556 100662-
MCO544 

156750 38500 Findspot Flints found in ploughed field include rough fabricator tool 
and a retouched flake 

Prehistoric - 

A9 5687 31788-
MCO15401 

156700 38399 Documentary Settlement of Lethlean first recorded as ‘Lethlyen ' in 1374.  
Now part of Phillack village 

Medieval - 

A10 32601 165454-
MCO41555 

156730 38390 Findspot A snapped blade found. Prehistoric - 

A11 47249 31856-
MCO8361 

156750 38350 Documentary Round?  The tithe award for Phillack records the field name 
‘Kine-Kernel’ suggesting a possible round site.  Good 
location but earthworks and hedgeline could as easily be 
associated with a lynchet 

Undated - 

A12 50276 40359-
MCO9032 

157250 38429 Documentary Blacksmiths Workshop.  A smithy at Copperhouse is shown 
on the OS map of 1907 

Post-medieval - 

A13 23756 139288-
MCO33488 

157270 38430 Site of Post Office.  Shown on the 1907 2nd edition map, further 
west in the row than it is now. 

Post-medieval - 

A14 23774 139303-
MCO33503 

157300 38470 Site of Corn mill.  Tin Mills, destroyed in 1581 are recorded at this 
location 

Post-medieval - 

A15 1824 31863-
MCO12244 

157420 38930 Documentary Mine.  Loggans Mill is on the site of Wheal Dream which 
operated in 1770.  Loggans mine was active in 1851, 3 
shafts are visible on air photographs, site now largely built 
over 

Post-medieval - 

A16 17862 31843-
MCO27841 

157612 38152 Documentary Brickworks?  The tithe award for Phillack records the 
fieldnames ‘Higher’ and ‘Lower’ Brickfield for enclosures at 
this location, no remains are extant. NB grid reference 
wrong in  CCHER. 

Post-medieval - 



Appendix 1: Catalogue of previously recorded and additional archaeological sites and historic buildings/structures 
 

Table 1: Summary of archaeological site data 

Site 
No 

NMR ref HER ref Easting Northing Form/Type Description Period Status 

A17 8497 31803-
MCO18215 

157322 38190 Documentary Settlement.  The settlement of Ventonleague is first 
recorded as ‘Funtayn Lac’ in 1286.  Now the east part of 
Copperhouse 

Medieval - 

A18 25763 141085-
MCO35241 

157400 38150 Cartographic Possible site of the pre-industrial hamlet or farm of 
Ventonleague or Ventonledge, recorded as a ‘town place’ 
on the 1842 Tithe Map.  This is a candidate for the site of 
single houses or tenements which supposedly stood before 
the CCCo acquired the site 

Post-medieval - 

A19 23674 139212-
MCO33413 

157230 38120 Cartographic A mill pond is shown on the 1842 Tithe award, a leat runs 
along its northern boundary 

Post-medieval - 

A20 23705 139241-
MCO3441 

157180 38150 Site of A building is shown on the 1842 Tithe Award and by 1877 
has been extended but had disappeared by 1907 survey 

Post-medieval - 

A21 23706 139242-
MCO33442 

157160 38180 Site of A building appeared on the 1877 OS map and again on the 
1907 map but had gone by 1946.  May have been linked to 
the foundry and engineering works 

Post-medieval - 

A22 26259 141578-
MCO35717 

156990 38220 Site of Military Camp.  A tented D-Day camp used by the United 
States army 

Modern - 

A23 25762 141084-
MCO35240 

157000 38100 Cartographic Farm buildings marked on 1842 Tithe Map, original 
farmyard to CCCo smelter/ironworks until replaced by 
Riviere Farm 

Post-medieval - 

A24 23672 139210-
MCO33411 

157050 38140 Cartographic The CCCo ropewalk and rope manufactory are recorded on 
the 1791-1796 Map of Hayle 

Post-medieval - 

A25 23695 139231-
MCO33432 

157050 38130 Cartographic Building shown on Tithe Map and 1877 OS map, may have 
been a component of farmyard and stables owned by 
CCCo, had disappeared by 1971 

Post-medieval - 

A26 23678 139216-
MCO33417 

157040 38120 Cartographic Building, part of a stable complex for CCCo.  Now 
demolished 

Post-medieval - 

A27 23707 139243-
MCO33443 

157030 38100 Cartographic Building shown on Tithe Map and 1877 OS map, may have 
been a component of farmyard and stables owned by 
CCCo, had disappeared by 1907 

Post-medieval - 

A28 23700 139236-
MCO33437 

157020 38080 Cartographic Building shown on Tithe Map and 1877 OS map, may have 
been a component of farmyard and stables owned by 
CCCo, had disappeared by 1907 

Post-medieval - 

A29 23702 139239-
MCO33439 

157140 38140 Cartographic Building appears on the 1842 Tithe Award.  A leat from the  
mill pond ran through it.  It was probably a component of 
the iron foundry and engineering works called Phoenix 
Works 

Post-medieval - 
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Site 
No 

NMR ref HER ref Easting Northing Form/Type Description Period Status 

A30 38099 31880-
MCO4668 

157120 38130 Site of Foundry.  The CCCo set up works at Ventonleague to smelt 
copper in 1756, The company later diversified into 
supplying mining equipment and building materials, much 
of which was brought in by sea.  By 1820 smelting had 
ceased.  During its lifetime the foundry manufactured over 
350 Cornish engines, chains for suspension bridges, iron 
ships, the first locomotive for the Hayle-Redruth Railway 
and bells for local churches.  The company went bankrupt 
in 1867 and was wound up in 1869.Its quays were taken 
over by its rival, Harveys.  The buildings of Copperhouse 
Foundry, known as Phoenix Works, survived until 1978 
when they were totally demolished. 

Post-medieval - 

A31 23701 139237-
MCO33438 

157060 38110 Cartographic Building shown on 1877 map may have related to the 
foundry 

Post-medieval - 

A32 25534 141036-
MCO35194 

157070 38090 Site of House, mid C19, ruined, was within a walled yard and 
possibly associated with the CCCo works. 

Post-medieval - 

A33 23667 139206-
MCO33407 

157070 38060 Cartographic A mill pond and reservoir are shown on the 1842 Tithe 
Award providing power for the boring mill at Copperhouse 
Foundry, site now covered in modern housing 

Post-medieval - 

A34 23704 139240-
MCO33440 

157170 38130 Cartographic Building appears on the 1842 Tithe Award, likely to have 
been associated with the iron foundry and later engineering 
works. 

Post-medieval - 

A35 17875 31881-
MCO27854 

157100 38000 Documentary Field names of ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ ‘burying grounds’ for three 
plots at Trevassack suggesting the site of a cemetery.  No 
remains are known and the area is now built over. 

Undated - 

A36 17868 31861-
MCO27847 

157000 38000 Documentary Tin mills premises at Esterlow are recorded as having been 
destroyed by sand in 1851.  The site was probably in the 
vicinity of Loggans Mill 

Post-medieval - 

A37 23698 139234-
MCO33435 

156990 37980 Documentary Building shown on 1842 Tithe Map,  probably associated 
with Copperhouse Works 

Post-medieval - 

A38 23673 139211-
MCO33412 

156982 37979 Documentary The site of the lime kilns associated with CCCo.  This site 
may not be accurately located 

Post-medieval - 

A39 23694 139230-
MCO33431 

156960 38010 Cartographic Building shown on 1791-96 map of Hayle, disappeared by 
1907 

Post-medieval - 

A40 23697 139233-
MCO33434 

156960 38020 Cartographic Some components of the Copperhouse complex appear on 
the 1877 OS map, their function is unknown 

Post-medieval - 

A41 23682 139219-
MCO33420 

156952 38029 Cartographic Building at Copperhouse recorded on 1842 Tithe Map, 
owned by CCCo 

Post-medieval - 

A42 23696 139232-
MCO33433 

156950 38030 Cartographic Building at Copperhouse recorded on 1842 Tithe Map, 
owned by CCCo 

Post-medieval - 

A43 17910 31964-
MCO27890 

156850 38050 Cartographic The 1842 Tithe Map records a coalyard at Copperhouse 
that incorporated a turning bay for boats but is now infilled, 
although was extant in 1976 

Post-medieval - 
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NMR ref HER ref Easting Northing Form/Type Description Period Status 

A44 48142 31851-
MCO6906 

156900 38050 Site of The Copperhouse gasworks was built in the 1830s , closed 
briefly in 1867 and then continued from 1869 with new 
owners to be eventually replaced by the town gasworks in 
1888.  Parts of the boundary wall survive alongside the 
road 

Post-
,medieval 

- 

A45 17914 31969-
MCO27894 

156880 38030 Site Coal yard at Copperhouse recorded on Tithe Map Post-medieval - 

A46 23687 139224-
MCO33425 

156920 38030 Cartographic Building at Copperhouse was a component of CCCo 
smelting works, had disappeared by 1907. 

Post-medieval - 

A47 23688 139225-
MCO33426 

156920 38010 Cartographic Building at Copperhouse, appears on 1877 OS map.  Had 
disappeared by 1907 with the building of Copper Terrace 

Post-medieval - 

A48 23689 139226-
MCO33427 

156930 38010 Cartographic Building at Copperhouse, appears on 1877 OS map.  Part 
of the iron foundry complex 

Post-medieval - 

A49 23690 139227-
MCO33428 

156930 38000 Cartographic Building at Copperhouse, appears on 1877 OS map.  Part 
of the iron foundry complex 

Post-medieval - 

A50 23691 139228-
mco33429 

156930 37990 Cartographic Building shown on 1791-96 map of Hayle, may have been 
part of the smelting works that closed in 1819 and reused 
when the iron foundry succeeded.  Had disappeared by 
1907 

Post-medieval - 

A51 23685 139222-
MCO33423 

156890 38000 Cartographic Building shown on 1791-96 map of Hayle, may have been 
part of the smelting works that closed in 1819  Had 
disappeared by 1907 

Post-medieval - 

A52 23686 139223-
MCO33424 

156897 37985 Cartographic Building shown on 1791-96 map of Hayle, may have been 
part of the smelting works that closed in 1819.  Recorded 
on 1842 Tithe Award.  Had disappeared by 1907 

Post-medieval - 

A53 23684 139221-
MCO33422 

156910 37990 Cartographic Building shown on 1791-96 map of Hayle, may have been 
part of the smelting works that closed in 1819  Had 
disappeared by 1907 

Post-medieval - 

A54 23683 139220-
MCO33421 

156910 37980 Cartographic Building shown on 1791-96 map of Hayle, may have been 
part of the smelting works that closed in 1819  

Post-medieval - 

A55 23693 139229-
MCO33430 

156910 37960 Cartographic Building at Copperhouse, appears on 1877 OS map.  Part 
of the iron foundry complex 

Post-medieval - 

A56 38088 31963-
MCO4667 

156873 37962 Site of Smelting House.  CCCo works moved to Ventonleague in 
1757.  It had 20-30 furnaces smelting up to 6000 tons 
yearly.  The smelter declined rapidly from 1800 due to 
competition from elsewhere and closed in 1819.  By 1842 
the site had become a component of the ironworks. 

Post-medieval - 

A57 23794 139321- 
MCO33521 

156748 38005 Cartographic Lime kilns shown on 1835 Bodriggy Estate Map, one of two 
lime kilns operated by CCCo by 1784. 

Post-medieval - 

A58 23680 139218-
MCO33419 

156834 37926 Site of The site of the first Methodist Chapel built in 1785, replaced 
by a Wesleyan Hall in 1816.  Building was demolished in 
1820 

Post-medieval - 
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A59 25796 141115-
MCO35271 

156817 37904 Site of Site of original Market House, replaced by the present 
Market House in 1834.  Rebuilt as public rooms in early 
C20 

Post-medieval - 

A60 26258 141577-
MCO35716 

156760 37860 Site of A public air raid shelter during WW2 Modern - 

A61 25453 140962-
MCO35120 

156860 37900 Cartographic Unnamed buildings to the rear of present buildings which 
may be associated with Pool’s metalworking business set 
up in 1862 

Post-medieval - 

A62 25454 140963-
MCO35121 

156880 37839 Site of Trevassack Row, one of the earliest rows of housing 
developed by CCCo in late C18, cleared for redevelopment 
in 1990s 

Post-medieval - 

A63 17923 31986-
MCO27902 

156912 37715 Site of Copperhouse Halt railway station on the GWR, open 1905-
8.  No extant remains 

Modern - 

A64 26257 141576-
MCO35715 

156820 37720 Site of A public air raid shelter during WW2 Modern - 

A65 23007 138554-
MCO32762 

156827 37776 Site of Wesleyan Copperhouse Chapel, built 1816, demolished 
1998. Was a significant example of a town chapel with a full 
gallery. 

Post-medieval - 

A66 23775 19304-
MCO33504 

156790 37759 Cartographic A house and smiths shop recorded in 1842 Post-medieval - 

A67 26258 141577-
MCO35716 

156760 37860 Site of A public air raid shelter during WW2 Modern - 

A68 23796 139323-
MCO33523 

156700 37880 Cartographic A small quay came off the Copperhouse Canal according to 
Bodriggy map, 1835 

Post-medieval - 

A69 23795 139322-
MCO33522 

156650 37910 Cartographic A graving dock is recorded at Copperhouse on the 1835 
Bodriggy Estate map 

Post-medieval - 

A70 25449 140959-
MCO35117 

156610 37788 Site of St John’s National schools, built 1862, partly destroyed by 
fire in 1918, now demolished 

Post-medieval - 

A71 24266 53601-
MCO33977 

156760 37320 Site of A group of four buildings likely to be associated with WW2 
installations in the Hayle area, records quote the site as 
being location of light anti-aircraft battery and possible 
accommodation for crew 

Modern - 

A72 8140 31801-
MCO17838 

157100 37620 Site of The settlement of Trevassack is first recorded as ‘Trevasek’ 
in 1284 

Medieval - 

A73 28673 31884-
MCO3798 

157300 37500 Documentary The Tithe Award records the field name ‘Park Corgan’ 
which may indicate site of a barrow.  There are no visible 
remains 

Prehistoric - 

A74 24305 53628-
MCO34010 

157270 37820 Site Two WW2 bomb craters visible on air photos Modern - 
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A75 4913 
4914 

31785-
MCO1466 
31785.10-
MCO1467 

157398 37796 Site Guildford.  Settlement first recorded as ‘Guldeford’ in 1335.  
Is later recorded as an abandoned settlement by Pascoe 
noting it was a small mining village.  Plots and dwellings 
marked on Tithe, some of it was destroyed by construction 
of railway.  Hayle bypass now cuts through the site 

Medieval 
Post-medieval 

- 

A76 25748 141070-
MCO35227 

157430 37720 Site of Houses and outbuildings recorded on the site in 1842, Part 
of a series of smallholdings associated with mining 

Post-medieval - 

A77 17874 31879-
MCO27853 

157590 37870 Site of Tithe map indicates an inn at Guildford. Post-medieval - 

A78 47494 3199-
MCO6217 

157500 37700 Cartographic The Tithe Award records the field name of ‘Cross Croft’.  
NO known traces of a cross here 

Medieval - 

A79 17872 31870-
MCO27850 

157850 37350 Cartographic The Tithe Award records the field name of ‘stamps plot’. 
Likely site for a stamping mill 

Post-medieval - 

A80 24303 53627-
MCO34009 

158000 37550 Cropmark Field boundaries visible as cropmark ditches and banks on 
air photographs, probably associated with the medieval 
settlement of Nanpusker 

Medieval - 

A81 2098 40391-
MCO11805 

158000 38000 Site of Angarrack consols started operations in the 1850s and was 
producing tin in 1860.  The mine was abandoned in either 
1862 or 1864.  Its exact location is unknown 

Post-medieval - 

A82 17922 31984-
MCO27901 

158150 38040 Site of Angarrack railway station on the West Cornwall Railway 
was opened and closed in 1853.  There are no extant 
remains 

Post-medieval - 

A83 1837 31868-
MCO12256 

158300 38000 Documentary Mine, Mellanvrane, mentioned in 1728 Post-medieval - 

A84 17861 31842-
MCO27840 

158350 38100 Cartographic Stamping Mill with date stone of 1672 recorded at 
Angarrack, named on Tithe Award.  No longer visible 

Post-medieval - 

A85 17844 31789-
MCO27820 

158327 38154 Documentary Mellanvrane Mill is first recorded in 1342, My have 
belonged to manor of Conarditone.  Documented in the 
C19.  No remains now visible 

Medieval 
Post-medieval 

- 

A86 17907 31960-
MCO27888 

158290 38170 Site of Angarrack smelting works established in 1704, some 
remains of the works are extant but the site has been 
redeveloped for housing 

Post-medieval - 

A87 4227 31782-
MCO13276 

158321 38182 Documentary Settlement of Angarrack first recorded in 1335. Medieval - 

A88 526 31958-
MCO10502 

158400 38200 Documentary A culver house is recorded in 1828.  There are no extant 
remains 

Post-medieval - 

A89 49054 31784-
MCO7794 
31784.10-
MCO7821 

158210 38530 Documentary The place-name of Carwin contains the Cornish element 
Ker suggesting the site of a round.  No trace survives in the 
immediate vicinity 

Prehistoric - 

A90 24335 
34316 

5644-
MCO34039 

167100-
MCO34153 

157870 38740 Site of The site of a WW2 pillbox which was disguised as a filling 
station.  It took the form of a slatted wooden building with a 
gabled roof 

Modern - 
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A91 24333 53642-
MCO34037 

158180 38970 Cropmark A sub rectangular enclosure visible as a cropmark ditch and 
bank on air photographs.  Date and function uncertain 

Undated - 

A92 24334 53643-
MCO34038 

158510 39080 Cropmark Four sinuous parallel field boundaries are visible as 
cropmarks on air photographs.  The system is probably 
associated with the medieval settlement of Carwin or that of 
Pulsack manor 

Undated - 

A93 3995 
49025 

31848-
MCO13860 

31838-
MCO7794 

158454 38880 Documentary The settlement of Carthew is first recorded on the first 
edition OS map.  The name contains elements of Ker, a fort 
or a round.  It is now abandoned.  The name is significant 
as it lies close to the medieval tenement of Carwin which 
means ‘White Fort’ 

Post-medieval - 

A94 - - 157678 38140 Documentary Position of field boundary depicted on parish tithe map of 
1842. Still extant as mature hedge July 2009 

Post-medieval - 

A95 - - 157612 38148 Documentary Position of field boundary depicted on parish tithe map of 
1842. Now removed 

Post-medieval - 

A96 - - 157615 38042 Documentary Position of field boundary depicted on parish tithe map of 
1842. Now removed 

Post-medieval - 

A97 - - 157608 38023 Documentary Position of field boundary depicted on parish tithe map of 
1842. Now removed 

Post-medieval - 

A98 - - 157614 38002 Documentary Position of field boundary depicted on parish tithe map of 
1842. Now removed 

Post-medieval - 

A99   157610 38288 Documentary Position of field boundary depicted on parish tithe map of 
1842. Now removed 

Post-medieval - 

A100 - - 157647 38271 Documentary Position of shaft as depicted on plan of Wheal Alfred mining 
district dating to 1863. No longer present 

Post-medieval - 

A101 - - 157568 37973 Mound Low earth mound located in southwest corner of site. 
Probably modern in date 

Modern - 
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Site No Site no HER No NMR 
UID 

Easting Northing Civil 
Parish 

Description Status 

B1 3 140936-
MCO35094 

 156778 38646 Hayle Row.  Late C19 group of four cottages stands isolated on the 
dunes, probably associated with nearby sand pits 

- 

B2 5 140937-
MCO35095 

 156850 38730 Hayle House.  Late C19 two storey villa, may be associated with sand 
pits. 

- 

B3 6 140938-
MCO35096 

 156874 38708 Hayle Boundary Stone.  Possibly a reused menhir.  Marks the bounds of 
Phillack Towans and Kernick Towans and is indicated on the 1842 
tithe map 

- 

B4 7 140957-
MCO35115 

 156874 38708 Hayle Boundary Stone.  Marked on current OS map, not visible in dense 
undergrowth 

- 

B5 9 140879-
MCO35037 

 156610 38460 Hayle Churchyard wall.  Phillack churchyard was extended in 1805-6 and 
1825-6 (probable date of this wall) 

- 

B6 10 139253-
MCO33453 

70230 156600 38440 Hayle Tombstone.  Early C19 chest tomb east of church, dressed 
granite, monolithic sides.  John Rogers, died 1814 aged 64 also 
Francis relict of John Rogers, died 1832 aged 80 

Grade II 

B7 12 139250-
MCO33450 

70232 156610 38390 Hayle Gate Piers and flanking walls constitute inner and outer entrances 
to Old Vicarage 

Grade II 

B8 16 140967-
MCO35125 

 156707 38433 Hayle Sunday School.  National school, later a Sunday school.  Now a 
domestic house and much altered 

- 

B9 20 139251-
MCO33451 

70218 156840 38480 Hayle House, late C18 Grade II 

B10 21 139245-
MCO33445 

 156613 38167 Hayle Causeway.  A scoria block causeway across Copperhouse Creek.  
Circa 1800, reputedly built to improve access to North Quays for 
the Cornish Copper Co.  Granite guide posts mark edge of road 
(surrounding marshes flooded at high tide until late C20) 

- 

B11 22 31974-
MCO9706 

70207 156664 38121 Hayle Bridge.  Sea Lane or ‘Black’ Bridge built to span water channel 
flowing into Hayle Mills tidal pond c1800 

Grade II 
SMC0986 

B12 23 110784-
MCO9580 

 156702 38234 Hayle Bridge.  Railway bridge carried Hayle railway over part of the 
creek at Copperhouse.  Said to be oldest surviving rail bridge in 
Cornwall. Line opened for mineral traffic in 1837.  One of few 
remaining structures of Hayle Railway. 

Grade II 
SMCO987 

B13 24 140918-
MCO35076 

 156800 38310 Hayle 14 Glebe Row, house, c1784.  The cottages in Glebe Row were 
built by a group of tradesmen and skilled craftsmen on a portion of 
the Rector’s Glebe. 

- 

B14 25 140917-
MCO35075 

 156838 38308 Hayle 7-13 Glebe Row. c. 1784 houses. The cottages in Glebe Row 
were built by a group of tradesmen and skilled craftsmen on a 
portion of the Rector’s Glebe. 

- 

B15 26 149019-
MCO35077 

 156876 38322 Hayle 1-6 Glebe Row c.1784, houses.  The cottages in Glebe Row were 
built by a group of tradesmen and skilled craftsmen on a portion of 
the Rector’s Glebe. 

- 

B16 27 140916-
MCO35074 

 156880 38300 Hayle Boundary Stone, 1867, survives in Lethlean Lane on the banks of 
a stream close to a clapper bridge.  One of a series of such stones 

Grade II 
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marking the line across the Towans and around the watB18erside 
marBJ8king the bounds between the remnant Copper Co property 
and that sold off by the receivers. 

B17 28 31933-
MCO9614 

70217 156903 38311 Hayle Bridge at Lethlean Lane.  The bridge is a clapper bridge dated 
1812.  Boundary stone (see above) stands adjacent to the bridge 

Grade II 

B18 29 140922-
MCO35080 

 156943 38369 Hayle 2 &3 Undercliff, late C18 houses.  Remnants of formerly larger 
hamlet of Lethlean 

- 

B19 30 140923-
MCO35081 

 156971 38380 Hayle 4 Undercliff, late C18 set back from road within a generous plot. 
Remnant of formerly larger hamlet of Lethlean 

- 

B20 31 140956-
MCO35114 

 157020 38560 Hayle Stile and wall, C19 across ancient footpath - 

B21 32 139244-
MCO33444 

 157079 38357 Hayle Railway Bridge.  A branch line of the Hayle railway served the 
National Explosives works at Upton Towans.  This girder bridge is 
one of the few surviving parts of this branch line 

- 
 

B22 33 141086-
MCO35242 

 157150 38360 Hayle House, mid C19, a good example of the more prosperous type of 
villa found in Hayle. 

- 

B23 37 141062-
MCO35219 

 157300 38480 Hayle Remains of a structure bridging the stream just below Loggans 
Mill.  Probably early C20 and associated with the National 
Explosive works, although may be related to milling activity 

- 

B24 38 140902-
MCO35060 

 157280 38580 Hayle House, c1900.  The house is the latest in a series standing on this 
plot since the late C18 

- 

B25 40 31862-
MCO27848 

70235 157360 38571 Hayle Loggans Mill.  First recorded in 1688 although probably has 
medieval antecedents.  In 1752 was recorded as a grist mill.  The 
mill was rebuilt in 1852 following a fire and extended in 1884.  The 
main structure, the largest mill in Cornwall, still stands but the 
machinery has been removed and the remainder of the site has 
been demolished. 

Grade II 

B26 41 31943-
MCO9617 

 157360 38571 Hayle A granite clapper bridge was exposed during excavation work in 
1975.  It is still extant but has been buried 

- 

B27 42 140901-
MCO35059 

 157370 38439 Hayle House, now subdivided.  Early C19, extended mid C19.  May have 
had a partially commercial use during the C19 as a nursery.  It has 
an extensive walled garden and a large orchard covering the 
garden on the 1879 OS map.  The grounds to rear have now been 
developed for a small housing estate. 

- 

B28 43 140900-
MCO35058 

 157380 38440 Hayle Wall to Carwin Rise (see above).  The wall is low and domestic in 
nature 

- 

B29 44 141042-
MCO35200 

 157460 38409 Hayle House, early C19, shown on 1842 Phillack Tithe Map - 

B30 45 141043-
MCO35201 

 157460 38390 Hayle Half-houses, early C19, recorded on 1842 Phillack Tithe Map - 

B31 46 141045-  157452 38375 Hayle House, early C19, may originally have had a non domestic use. - 
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MCO35203 
B32 47 141041-

MCO35199 
 157428 38356 Hayle Terrace, c.1900 - 

B33 48 140898-
MCO35056 

 157434 38332 Hayle House and shop, early C20.  One of the latest buildings in Hayle to 
still show local vernacular traits 

- 

B34 49 141040-
MCO35198 

 157390 38310 Hayle Row, Late C18- to late C19, altered late C20.  A short row of three 
cottages with two further cottages set at right angles.  Part of the 
earliest surviving group of industrial houses in Hayle 

- 

B35 50 140897-
MCO35055 

 157410 38310 Hayle Houses, early C19.  These houses are shown on the tithe map 
and are at a considerably lower level than the road in front which 
was widened and raised in the later C19 

- 

B36 51 140896-
MCO35054 

 157410 38290 Hayle House, c.1900, an unusually late and grand house for this part of 
Hayle 

- 

B37 53 141052-
MCO35210 

 157400 38240 Hayle Row, early C19 and early C20.  One of the early smallholdings in 
the Ventonleague area owned by CCCo. 

- 

B38 54 141046-
MCO35204 

 157350 38270 Hayle Outbuilding, Late C18/early C19, heavily overgrown and little more 
than a single gable end can be seen 

- 

B39 55 140895-
MCO35053 

 157270 38280 Hayle Wall, mid C19, runs along Love Lane to the south, formerly garden 
wall to Penmare House 

- 

B40 56 141039-
MCO35197 

 157280 38270 Hayle House, Late C18/early C19.  Part of the earliest surviving group of 
industrial houses in Hayle. 

- 

B41 57 141038-
MCO35196 

 157520 38240 Hayle Houses, Late C18/early C19 Part of the earliest surviving group of 
industrial houses in Hayle. 

- 

B42 58 141034-
MCO35192 

 157190 38210 Hayle House, Late C18/early C19, part of the early housing around 
Ventonleague Green associated with the C18 development of 
CCCo 

- 

B43 60 141044-
MCO35202 

 157322 38190 Hayle Houses, late C19, a late example of the Hayle style of industrial 
housing 

- 

B44 61 141033-
MCO35191 

 157380 38195 Hayle House, early C19.  Although typical of the industrial period in 
Hayle, this appears to be the last surviving building in the area of 
the original farming hamlet at Ventonleague. 

- 

B45 63 141082-
MCO35238 

 157430 38020 Hayle House, late C18, property could be linked either to mining or 
farming. 

- 

B46 64 140891-
MCO35049 

 157300 38160 Hayle Shops/workshops, now houses, early C20 - 

B47 65 141032-
MCO35190 

 157290 38120 Hayle House, early-mid C19, probably a rebuild of an earlier cottage. - 

B48 66 141031-
MCO35189 

 157280 38110 Hayle House, late C18 - 

B49 67 31971-
MCO10998 

 157240 38160 Hayle Terrace.  Adelaide and Caroline Row were built as foundry 
worker’s housing, recorded on Tithe Map 

- 
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B50 68 139209-
MCO33410 

 157230 38140 Hayle Mill pond leat is now dry, shown on 1877 OS map but certainly 
earlier in date. 

- 

B51 70 141047-
MCO35205 

 157210 38130 Hayle Houses, early C19.  The row stands close by the leat serving the 
Copperhouse millpond and backs onto the iron works site, 
possible the buildings had an industrial rather than domestic 
origin. 

- 

B52 73 139208-
MCO33409 

 157100 38180 Hayle Boundary wall, a surviving component of the Copperhouse 
Foundry 

- 

B53 74 31860-
MCO27846 

 157220 38340 Hayle The Penmare Hotel, built 1824, had become a private residence 
by 1873 

- 

B54 75 140899-
MCO35057 

 157200 38330 Hayle Houses, early C20 - 

B55 76 140894-
MCO35052 

 157090 38240 Hayle C19 terrace - 

B56 78 140892-
MCO35050 

 157060 38190 Hayle Terrace, C20, an interesting terrace for the area, not very Cornish 
in detail. 

- 

B57 79 31855-MC)7  156910 38120 Hayle Hayle or Copperhouse tidal mill, 1842, , converted to steam power 
in late C19, chimney stack was demolished in 1982 and the site is 
now heavily overgrown 

- 

B58 80 139307-
MCO33507 

 156991 38121 Hayle Beatrice Terrace at Copperhouse, c1910, built on site of 
demolished Copperhouse Ropewalk 

- 

B59 87 141037-
MCO35195 

 157011 38056 Hayle 4 Pond Walk and 42 Prospect Place, mid C19 houses much 
altered C20, may have an earlier origin as industrial buildings, part 
of the Copperhouse complex 

- 

B60 92 141035-
MCO35193 

 157070 38080 Hayle Wall, early C19, still encloses the yard of J&F Pool whose works 
replaced the ironworks 

- 

B61 95 141030-
MCO35188 

 157160 38060 Hayle Wall, late C18.  Of interest because it shows the piecemeal nature 
of Ventonleague Row. 

- 

B62 96 141029-
MCO35187 

 157220 38050 Hayle Row.  Late C18/early C19.  A varied row of single and double 
fronted cottages built directly onto the road edge. One of the 
oldest surviving rows in Hayle, with some of the oldest industrial 
housing 

- 

B63 97 139277-
MCO33477 

 157262 38088 Hayle Methodist Free Chapel, 1875 - 

B64 100 140943-
MCO35101 

 156990 37990 Hayle Houses, midC19, extant - 

B65 103 140913-
MCO35071 

 156982 37976 Hayle 34 Prospect Place, early C19 house, altered in mid C19 - 

B66 109 31854-
MCO27844 

 156870 38060 Hayle A rectangular pound adjoins the wharf at Copperhouse Canal - 

B67 112 139202-  156918 38037 Hayle The front wall of R&J Supplies along Copper Terrace seems to - 
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MCO33404 have fragments of CCCo foundry building, perhaps the only 
standing remains of the foundry itself 

B68 123 139199-
MCO33401 

 156880 37970 Hayle Copper Terrace, built in 1901 on the site of the CCCo smelter, the 
rear elevations and boundary walls re-use stone presumably from 
the foundry. 

- 

B69 125 139203-
MCO33405 

70238 156889 37916 Hayle Row of three houses, mid C18 Grade II 

B70 126 139204-
MCO33406 

70255 156900 37928 Hayle Two houses built in 1779, originally the offices of the CCCo.  Their 
history not known in detail but they were probably used as the 
manager’s house before Riviere House was built in 1791. They 
are said to have barrel vaulted strong rooms as cellars. 

Grade II 

B71 127 139235-
MCO33436 

 156911 37928 Hayle Building at back of 10 Market Street appears on 1877 OS map 
although it may be considerably earlier.  Associated with the iron 
foundry. 

- 

B72 128 140935-
MCO35093 

 156920 37910 Hayle Wall on south side of Prospect Place.  Modern - 

B73 129 140940-
MCO35098 

 156940 37890 Hayle Row, early C19, built in a commanding position overlooking 
Copperhouse and the estuary beyond 

- 

B74 131 141056-
MCO35214 

 156690 37960 Hayle Mooring bollard at entrance to Copperhouse Dock - 

B75 132 139201-
MCO33403 

70179 156727 37950 Hayle The dock gates to Copperhouse Dock originally built in 1769. Grade II 

B76 133 139200-
MCO33402 

70237 156800 37980 Hayle Copperhouse Dock dates to about 1769.  The entrance at the 
west end has lock gates, a culvert at the east end.  Used by 
vessels belonging to the CCCo.  The dock was still reached by 
coasting vessels and the adjoining wharves used as coal and 
grain wharves into the 1930s 

Grade II 

B77 134 139197-
MCO33399 

 156804 37954 Hayle Phillack Church Hall, C18, possibly built as a Sunday school for 
the Methodist Chapel (1785) in Copperhouse.  The hall is mapped 
as a Volunteer drill hall in 1877. 

- 

B78 136 140914-
MCO35072 

 156828 37916 Hayle 2-3 Market Square, early C19 houses and shops. - 

B79 137 31955-
MCO27885 

70236 156844 37913 Hayle Market House, date stone to 1839, now offices Grade II 

B80 139 139198-
MCO33400 

 156811 37911 Hayle St George’s Hall.  A public hall and cinema built on site of C1814 
Market House.  Cinema closed c1950 and shops replaced.  

- 

B81 140 140949-
MCO35107 

 156800 37910 Hayle Paving and kerbing in Market Square, mid-late C19, a small area 
of drainage gully survives which seems to be on an earlier 
alignment 

- 

B82 141 141054-
MCO35212 

 156772 37924 Hayle 2 and 4 Fore Street, mid C18 shop and former warehouse.  A 
building of these dimensions is shown on the 1791 map of Hayle 

- 
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and almost certainly survives beneath later rendering.  It was, 
along with a demolished companion, the principal warehouse on 
Copperhouse wharves 

B83 142 139196-
MCO33398 

 156738 37919 Hayle 6 Fore Street.  Warehousing and stores, mid C19 - 

B84 143 139195-
MCO33397 

70179 156770 37880 Hayle The Copperhouse Inn, 1791, remodeled early C19.  Originally 
called the Commercial, then Hooper’s Inn according to 1835 
Bodriggy Estate map 

Grade II 

B85 146 140941-
MCO35099 

 156881 37888 Hayle Retaining walls and path to the former iron foundry, late C18.  
North side of a considerable height. 

- 

B86 148 140912-
MCO35070 

 156910 37800 Hayle Row, early C19, commanding position overlooking the estuary - 

B87 149 141053-
MCO35211 

 156975 37767 Hayle Building fragments incorporated into boundary wall of railway - 

B88 151 140911-
MCO35069 

 156883 37698 Hayle Railway arch, late C19 - 

B89 152 140910-
MCO35068 

 156847 37723 Hayle Workers houses, mid C19, piecemeal infilling of small plots  - 

B90 154 138555-
MCO32763 

70256 156850 37760 Hayle Wesleyan manse near sit of former chapel, early-mid C19.  Good 
example of rare building type 

Grade II 

B91 155 141050-
MCO35208 

 156850 37760 Hayle Wall, mid C19, curtilage boundary of manse (above), important 
element of streetscape 

- 

B92 156 141051-
MCO35209 

 156837 37774 Hayle Boundary wall to the now demolished Copperhouse Chapel, 1816 - 

B93 160 141079-
MCO35235 

 156727 37868 Hayle 13-33 Fore Street, mid C19 to early C20 shops and flats in late 
C18-earlt C19 plots.  Older buildings were rebuilt in Copperhouse 
even after the closure of the CCCo in 1860s 

- 

B94 161 141078-
MCO35234 

 156710 37890 Hayle 6-50 Fore Street, mid C19-early C20 shops.  Formerly an area of 
waste and wharves and may not have been redeveloped until after 
the closure of CCCo 

- 

B95 163 141055-
MCO35213 

 156690 37920 Hayle Quayside walls to Copperhouse Wharves, late C18, perhaps date 
back to 1760s 

- 

B96 165 140950-
MCO35108 

70181 156614 37885 Hayle 57 Fore Street, late C18. Grade II 

B97 167 141049-
MCO35207 

 156680 37820 Hayle Stone wall enclosing courtyard to Cornubia Public House but 
probably considerably earlier 

- 

B98 168 140908-
MCO35066 

 156707 37831 Hayle 1-8 Lower Church Street row of midC19 houses built by CCCo - 

B99 169 140909-
MCO35067 

 156700 37740 Hayle Row, early C19, workers cottages built by CCCo - 

B100 170 139189-  156760 37700 Hayle Early C19 terrace, workers cottages built by CCCo - 
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MCO33391 
B101 171 141063-

MCO35220 
 156750 37670 Hayle Early C19 terrace, built by CCCo, slightly better quality than row 

opposite to north 
- 

B102 172 140890-
MCO35048 

 156661 37653 Hayle Two adjacent school buildings, Bodriggy Street, built 1923, still 
extant and in use 

- 

B103 173 141058-
MCO35215 

 156630 37180 Hayle 1950s school - 

B104 175 141122-
MCO35278 

 156780 37220 Hayle House, Late C19, Finely detailed, a rebuild of an earlier 
smallholding probably associated with growth of mining in the mid-
late C18 

- 

B105 176 141123-
MCO35279 

 156810 37250 Hayle House, early C19, a rebuild of an earlier smallholding probably 
associated with growth of mining in the mid-late C18 

- 

B106 177 141100-
MCO35256 

 156860 37300 Hayle House, C18/early C19, probably associated with growth of mining 
in the mid-late C18 

- 

B107 178 141025-
MCO35183 

 156830 37320 Hayle Row, mid C19, a later development than smallholdings on south 
side of road but still probably associated with the mining 

- 

B108 179 141099-
MCO35255 

 156860 37360 Hayle Houses, C18/early C19, associated with growth of mining bin the 
mid-late C18 

- 

B109 180 141065-
MCO35222 

 157050 37620 Hayle House, midC19. Probably replacement for older manor house, 
now demolished 

- 

B110 181 141069-
MCO35226 

 157090 37655 Hayle Row, mid C19, may be non domestic in origin and part of the 
farmyard attached to Trevassack Manor 

- 

B111 182 140961-
MCO35119 

 157100 37640 Hayle Row, c1800, three cottages - 

B112 184 141066-
MCO35223 

 157165 37538 Hayle Bungalow, early C20, detailed in the Hayle style, a good example 
of its type 

- 

B113 185 141067-
MCO35224 

 157122 37488 Hayle House, probably former mine building, early C19, set amongst the 
dumps of North Wheal Alfred Mine in operation between 1838 – 
1841 

- 

B114 186 141068-
MCO35225 

 157110 37480 Hayle House, probably former mine building, early C19, altered late C20, 
set amongst the dumps of North Wheal Alfred Mine in operation 
between 1838 – 1841 

- 

B115 187 31877-
MXCO12339 

 157250 37350 Hayle North Wheal Alfred worked the same ground as Wheal Arthur (a 
trial 1808-18) and was in operation from 1838-41.  Some of the 
mine remains 

- 

B116 189 31878-
MCO27852 

 157341 37650 Hayle A late C18 milestone on north side of Viaduct Hill, inscription 
barely legible 

- 

B117 192 141071-
MCO35228 

 157435 37768 Hayle House, early C19, possibly earlier, Hayle style, nicely detailed and 
well preserved. 

- 

B118 194 141075-
MCO35232 

 157450 37780 Hayle Houses, late C18/early C19, an unusual pair that may be linked to 
the mining industry and may not be domestic in origin 

- 
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B119 195 141072-
MCO35229 

 157475 37800 Hayle House and post box, Late C18.  One of the earliest and relatively 
little altered surviving smallholding in the area. 

- 

B120 196 141074-
MCO35231 

 157465 37862 Hayle Row, early C19, altered mid C20, probably linked to mining 
industry 

- 

B121 197 14180-
MCO35236 

 157495 37855 Hayle Houses, early-mid C20, traditional industrial houses despite their 
late date 

- 

B122 198 14177-
MCO35233 

 157480 37830 Hayle Boundary stones marking the road below the present viaduct - 

B123 199 31983-
MCO27900 

 157490 37810 Hayle Railway viaduct, built as part of West Cornwall Railway in 1852 
and rebuilt in stone by GWR in 1886, now carries main line to 
Penzance. 

- 

B124 200 141073  157500 37800 Hayle Half houses, mid C19 - 
B125 211 175669-

MCO51516 
70163 158302 38189 Hayle The village pump in Angarrack sited over a spring is late C19.  

Cast iron pump and bucket on granite base. 
Grade II 

B126 213 31836-
MCO9628 

70161 158345 38199 Hayle The bridge at Mellanvrane, clapper bridge, first recorded in 140 
although present structure probably early C19 

Grade II 

B127 215 31841-
MCO9780 

 158445 38237 Hayle A Methodist chapel, dated 1834 - 

B128 216 176199-
MCO52037 

 158163 38251 Hayle A Wesleyan Methodist chapel, extended between 1880 and 1907 - 

B129 217 176200-
MCO52038 

 158155 38250 Hayle A Sunday school associated with the chapel - 

B130 219 172614-
MCO48539 

70152 157755 38654 Hayle Milestone, c.mid C19 on the old A30, measures Cambourne, 
Hayle, Penzance, Redruth and Truro 

Grade II 

B131 221 53646-
MCO34051 

 157870 38990 Hayle Pillbox.  Built into junction of 3 field hedges and covered by 
vegetation 

- 

B132  139208-
MCO33409 

 157100 38180 Hayle Boundary wall, possibly a surviving component of Copperhouse 
foundry 
 

-- 
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